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et al.: Book Reviews
BOOK REVIEW

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF TRIAL STRATEGY
AND TACTICS
By SIMON N. GAZAN. New Jersey: Prentice-Hail, Inc.
Three volumes. $39.95.
To the active lawyer in city or town there is no greater
boon than to be able quickly to put a hand on a succinct statement of pertinent law, supported by citations to both federal
and state decisions. Add to this many valuable suggestions
as how best to utilize that law and you have the equivalent
of a consultation with an experienced and seasoned trial
lawyer.
This up-to-date trial encyclopedia covers the subjects
which most frequently require the courtroom advocate's consideration. The coverage reflects the trial of a lawsuit. It is
designed to anticipate questions which would most likely arise
to trouble or perplex.
Some lawbooks have the fault of being too wordy. Under
the guise of being narrative, some authors take too much of
the reader's time in discussing principles. Gazan's book,
which approaches nearer to the plan of a well written lawyer's
brief, avoids such an error by brevity in stating a doctrine or
a principle, followed by a cited authority. This renders the
book usable in the way a desk brief-book kept by an orderly
and efficient trial lawyer is usable, for practical, ready locating of point and citation.
The chapters are so diversified and the text so supported
by citations that you have a ready-made brief on which you
may easily elaborate.
Much of the structure of Gazan's Encyclopedia of Trial
Strategy and Tactics reflects the chronology of a trial. Chapter headings include: "General Defense Strategy," "Opening
and Closing Statements," "Planning the Contest," "Pleadings," "Demonstrative Evidence," "Guest Statutes," "Whiplash Injuries," and even sections of merit on admiralty law
and on the federal tort claims litigation.
With tort actions taking so much of a lawyer's attention,
it is a reassuring thought to know that within these books
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you will find such vital matters as res gestae, res ipsa
loquitur, trial evidence, guest statutes, motor vehicles, divorce
and annulments, copyright, immigration, products liability,
occupiers' liability, privacy, malpractice, railroad liability,
airplanes, joint and several tort feasors, negligence and contributory negligence, settlements, releases, federal rules of
civil procedure, with forms, and other vital subjects. Also
included is a list of damage verdicts for miscellaneous injuries and a glossary of medical terms.
How often have you read a hospital or medical record and
found statements about Romberg, Patrick, Babinski, or
Graeffe signs, and wondered what was meant? This information is contained in the medical glossary.
The individual volumes are of such convenient size as to
fit into your brief case and be available in court for ready
reference. The text is phrased in concise, clear language.
There are no long or involved sentences, so terse statements
of law may be cited in briefs.
The index is cross-referenced so as to make it easy to locate
any proposition in the text.
Gazan has included two contributions from a lesser advocate, one on contributory negligence and one on traumatic
neuroses, that fall short of the standard of clarity and citation of cases that mark the high levels of the main portions
of the book. But on the whole the lawyer who goes to the
courtroom will find not all but many, many answers to his.
daily questions, and find them speedily and with authority,
in this new compilation of tactics and substantive law.
HUGH G. HEAD, JR.*

*Member of the Atlanta and Georgia bars.
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